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SURGERY OF MODERN WARFARE

3rd Edition
Edited by HAMILTON BAILEY. In six parts. E. & S.

Livingstone, Ltd., Edinburgh. Parts IV, V and VI.
15S. each part.
A review of Parts I, II ard III has already appeared,

and this review deals with the remaining parts now avail-
able. These volumes fully maintain the high standard
set by the earlier ones.

In Part IV, in the chapter on wounds of bone, one hoped
to find some details of the recent work on Caisson disease
-there was only a passing reference to bone changes in
the description of this disease given in Part I. The table
given on p. 509, setting out the factors which influence
the decision to amputate, should be of considerable
value to the surgeon inexperienced in war surgery and
the after-results of amputation. The articles by the
Editor are, as one would expect, models of clear expo-
sition.

Seddon's article on nerve injuries is the most recent
and authoritative work on this subject, and carries the
work of the last war, which still stands the test of time,
up to the latest experience of this war. One of the
difficulties of any work dealing with a rapidly expanding
subject is that advances must occur while the article is
being printed, hence the need for new editions. Seddon
refers to the fibrin suture of nerves, but this technique
is still somewhat experimental, and perhaps by the next
edition it will be either established-or dropped.
The article on the management of the bladder will

have a sobering effect on those who hope to keep a
bladder clean by an indwelling catheter with tidal drainage
or other special devices.
One wonders why the simple technique of trocar and

cannula, and the introduction of a de Pesser catheter
through the cannula, is not more used. The writer of
this review has used it since he learnt it twenty years ago
in Graham Simpson's clinic, Sheffield, where it was the
routine procedure, and he has never seen any ill effect; it
is simple, quick, and gives a water-tight joint. Some
urologists decry this method, and prefer to make almost
a major operation of suprapubic catheterisation. One is
tempted to quote the joke in Punch, of two middle-aged
men looking through a ballroom door-one says "a foul
dance, this Charleston, don't you think so?" and the other
replies, "Yes-I can't do it either!"
The article on plastic surgery, by Kilner, gives a good

idea of what can be achieved, and it sets out not to
create a plastic surgeon by detailed instruction, but (I) to
outline treatment, which in many cases will be all that
is required, (2) to ensure in more severe injuries that the
first treatment shall be preparatory for a later recon-
struction, and (3) to indicate briefly the main types of
reconstruction. One must approve of these aims. The
work is written for those who have to deal with all types
of wounds, and much of the final result will depend upon
the first treatment.

In Part V, the names of Dott, Negus, Tudor Edwards,
and Sir John Fraser, will show the standard of the
articles.

In a work that has reached the third edition one would
not expect to find major errors, and criticism is therefore
somewhat trivial. In dealing with the closure of a skull
defect by split ribs nothing is said as to whether it matters
if the cancellous surface of the rib faces inwards qr out-
wards. The illustration appears to indicate that alternate
ribs face opposite directions.
The chapter on wounds of the thorax has been written

in a very practical manner, and deals with such wounds in
the forward area-(b) during evacuation, and (c) in the
hospital.

The chapters on intra-abdominal surgery are perhaps
the least up to date, being almost entirely founded on
experience in the last war; however, Ogilvie in a recent
article (Surg., Gyn., & Obstets., Mar. I944) vol. 78, 225-
238) states that there has been little change in treatment
of this region, with the exception of the large bowel.

In Part VI, one is very impressed with the article.on the
large intestine, by Gordon Taylor, and by the up to date
knowledge and information contained therein.

In dealing with post-operative complications, one would
like to have a little more information about the passing
of a Miller Abbott tube. It always seems a little in-
credible, and rather like the Indian rope trick, and I am
still trying to meet a man who has really passed a Miller
Abbott tube into the small intestine.
A good deal of Part VI deals with administration and

organisation, and will prove of topical interest.
The final chapter is in the nature of a "stop press,"

and includes among other matters an account of intra-
sternal and osteomedullary infusions. One wonders how
often these will be required, and the risk of really serious
consequences of any failure of aseptic technique is
sufficient to make one very cautious in accepting sdch a
method for general use.
Hamilton Bailey's Surgery of Modern Warfare is one of

those rare epoch-making events, an international classic.
Long after the war, it will form the basis of much
surgical treatment, though its gems may appear in new
settings. It is to be hoped that in future editions, younger
men with recent experience may be amongst the con-
tributors. That a work of such scope, compiled by close
on eighty writers, shows such a high degree of co-ordi-
nation, lack of overlapping or gaps, and absence of con-
tradictions, is a high tribute to the skill and industry of
the Editor.

Hamilton Bailey has every reason to be proud of this
work, and all of us who deal with casualties have reason
to be grateful to him for the help he has given us.
One can certainly say that this is a book that no

surgeon dealing with either military or civil casualties
should be without.

CATECHISM SERIES. ANATOMY
(UPPER EXTREMITY) PART I

6th Edition
By C. R. WHITTAKER. E. & S. Livingstone, Edinburgh.

I944. Price is. 6d.
This new enlarged sixth edition of Part I of the

catechism series covered the upper extremity, and will
be found as valuable a friend to 2nd M.B. and "Primary"
candidates as its well-known predecessors.

A HANDBOOK OF FIRST AID AND
BANDAGING

By ARTHUR D. BELILIOS, M.B., B.S., D.P.H., DESMOND K.
MULVANY, M.B., B.S., F.R.C.P.I., F.R.C.S., and
KATHERINE F. ARMSTRONG, S.R.N., S.C.M. 2nd
Edition. Bailliere, Tindall & Cox, London. I944.
Price 4S. 6d.
This is the second edition of a handbook designed to

give "a complete training in first aid, yet written so
simply that it can be as readily understood by the
beginner as by the advanced student." Examination of
it shows that the learned authors have succeeded admir-
ably, and what with the wealth of illustration the book
would be a first-rate introduction for a medical student
at the start of his course, besides teaching him many
useful things in practice that are apt to be overlooked in
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